
New Zealand faces ML threats from proceeds of crime generated both domestically and internationally, particularly through its 
financial, legal, property and cash-intensive sectors. While New Zealand is a high integrity jurisdiction with comparatively low crime 

rates, it has a very open economy, with free flow of capital and people and substantial ease of access to legal persons and 
arrangements. The major domestic proceeds-generating crimes are drugs, fraud, and tax offending. Transnational organised crime 
groups seek to move funds through New Zealand, its financial system, and its legal structures. Several sectors in New Zealand have 
also been identified as significant in terms of their scale, role, or vulnerability. These include the banking, money or value transfer 

services (MVTS), real estate and professional services sectors. - Source: FATF MER 2021

🇳🇿  Key Harms & Effects

A crime & victims survey found  
 30% (adults) experienced crime & 

75% of crime unreported (2019)

3% of those surveyed had reported 
experiencing a case of corruption in 

the last 12 months (2013)

US$400 million lost to tax abuse, 
equivalent to 0.65% of tax revenue / 

loss of US$86 per person

73,290 people suffering with drug 
disorders representing 2.05% of 
population & 42 deaths (2017).

3,000 estimated victims of modern 
slavery crimes, with a 0.6% incidence 

in 1,000 people. 

🇳🇿  Key Crimes, Crime Proceeds and Laundered Monies (Wide range of estimates)

“NZD 1.35 billion (US$970 million) is generated annually for laundering, primarily from drugs (US$540 million), fraud (US$360 million) & Burglary (US$72 million). This figure excludes transnational laundering of overseas proceeds and laundering the 
proceeds of domestic tax offending, as such the overall value of money laundering is likely to be significantly more than this figure.”- Source: National Risk Assessment (NRA) 2019

US$6 billion 
(3.6% of GDP for Proceeds of Crime 2019 - 
range 2.3 - 5.5% - mid at 3.6% (ML at 2.7% 

mid) for all countries - UNODC 2011)

US$7 billion 
(up to 3.2% of GDP for ML -1.5% Domestic, 

0.3% Foreign, 1.4% Transit - total FC proceeds 
estimated at 2% of GDP - Walker & Ungar 2019)

US$1 billion 
(For domestic only - Main domestic proceeds-

generating crimes are drugs, fraud and tax 
offending - Source NRA  2019)

Overall Criminality Score = 3.875/10 
(With highest criminality scores for drugs. The highest Criminal Actor scores are for Mafia-Style 
Groups (4.5/10), Criminal Networks (3.5/10) Foreign Actors (3.5/10) &, State Embedded Actors 

(1.5/10) and overall score for Criminal Actors 3.25/10. Source: OC Index 2021
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 Whilst New Zealand has received some of the 
best ratings in the world in the TI corruption 

perceptions index (88/100), it is not corruption 
free. Source: Sources: TI  CPI 2020 

A Deloitte 2015 Report, which covered both 
Australia and New Zealand, reported that 23% 
of surveyed organisations reported as having 

encountered bribery in the last 5 years, though 
this was mostly in the private sector with very 

little in the public sector.  
In TIs Corruption Barometer in 2013, 3% of 

those surveyed in NZ reported having paid a 
bribe, political parties & the media perceived 

as having higher perceptions of corruption 
(3.3/5): followed by Business/Private sector 

(3.1/5), Parliament/Legislature (3/5), Religious 
Bodies (2.9/5) Public Officials & Civil Servants 

2.8/5 & Police (2.7/5) with 5 being highly 
corrupt. Sources: TI Global Corruption 

Barometer 2013 & CPI 2020 
 New Zealand imposes no limit on individual or 
corporate donations to political campaigns or 

political parties. Even corporations with 
government contracts are free to donate. 
Moreover, disclosure rules are weak. Party 

secretaries are only required to disclose the 
details of domestic donations over NZ$15,000.

New Zealand is a Tier 2 rated country. 
“Foreign men & women from south and east 

Asia, the Pacific & some countries in Latin 
America are vulnerable to force labour in New 

Zealand’s agricultural, diary, construction, 
viticulture, foodservice, liquor retail, technology, 

hospitality, transport and domestic service 
sectors. Unregulated and unlicensed 

immigration brokers operating in New Zealand 
and source countries particularly in India and 

the Philippines facilitate trafficking by assisting 
in the process to issue visas to victims.” Source: 

US TIP 2021  
“Although various forms of HT are prevalent in 

New Zealand, the scale of the market is 
nevertheless fairly limited. There are known 
instances of migrant workers, primarily from 
South-eastern Asia, being subjected to debt 
bondage, physical violence, psychological 

abuse & the confiscation of their passports on 
fishing vessels that sail in NZ territorial waters 
under foreign flags. Female foreign nationals 

are primarily lured into New Zealand under false 
pretences of legitimate employment in 

industries such as the hospitality and beauty 
sectors, only to be forced to work in brothels or 

on chat websites”. Source: OC Index 2021

New Zealand is a destination country for 
methamphetamine and other narcotic 

substances due to the high retail value of the 
illegal narcotics. The proceeds generated are 

laundered through cash deposits, cash 
purchases of property and high value 

commodities, remittances and through co- 
mingling with legitimate business earnings. 

Source: NRA 2019  
“The drug markets are the country’s most 

pervasive organised criminal markets, 
particularly the synthetic-drug market. NZ is a 

destination country for meth originating 
primarily from N America, but also Central & 
Latin America. Domestic meth production, 
concentrated primarily on the North Island, 
appears to be on the rise. OCGs are heavily 

involved in the meth market, in terms of both 
the manufacture and the importation of the 

drug. Cannabis is also widely cultivated in New 
Zealand and is thought to be the second most 
widely consumed drug, after meth. OCGs are 

heavily involved in cannabis supply chains in the 
country. The heroin and cocaine markets are far 
less pervasive in NZ, in terms of both use and 
the country’s role in the transnational trade of 
the two drug types.” - Source: OC Index 2021 

“The face of OC in New Zealand is mafia-style 
gangs, both traditional ethnic gangs & 

motorcycle gangs & gang membership has 
been on the rise in recent years. While different 

groups have their own geographical 
strongholds & may be involved in various 

criminal enterprises, the common thread is 
drugs, meth in particular. These gangs have 

amassed criminal networks that extend across 
New Zealand & internationally. Such groups 

have considerable control over certain 
territories & there is mounting evidence that 

gang leaders are reorganizing & 
professionalizing gang structures across the 
country. As a result, the threat of inter-gang 

violence has heightened. While loose criminal 
networks are less pervasive, they are prevalent 

in certain criminal markets, such as the HT 
market, for example & tend to be concentrated 
in New Zealand’s cities. Foreign criminal actors, 

in particular cartels from Latin America are 
heavily involved in the drug trade in NZ. 

However, foreign actors are most prevalent in 
the human-smuggling & HT markets, with 

unauthorised immigration brokers running their 
operations in source countries free of any 
oversight in NZ”. - Source: OC Index 2021 

“The environmental-crime markets in New 
Zealand are very limited in scope and scale. The 
logging sector in the country is well regulated, 
including timber imports, and illegal logging 

cases are few and far between. Similarly, fauna 
crimes are uncommon, although seizures of 

illegal wildlife products at New Zealand’s 
borders have increased substantially in recent 
years, suggesting the country’s role as a transit 

or destination country is increasing in 
significance, in particular for the illegal trade in 
ivory. Domestically, native jewelled geckos are 

the primary target for poaching and illegal 
export, but such incidents remain small in 

number. On the other hand, there appear to be 
limited evidence to support the involvement of 
organised crime groups in the illicit extraction 

or trafficking of minerals or other non-
renewable resources.” - Source: OC Index 2021 

According to a 2016 Study by Seaaroundus 
marine, catches by commercial fishing in New 

Zealand waters from 1950 to 2013 were 
reported as 15.3 million tonnes, whereas the 

study revealed that an additional 24.7 million 
tonnes were in fact unreported.
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“Until recently, relatively lax gun laws allowed 
huge numbers of privately owned firearms to 
remain unregistered. In the wake of the 2019 

Christchurch mosque shootings, new 
legislation, together with a weapons amnesty, 

has reduced the number of firearms available & 
increased reporting and ownership obligations. 
Nevertheless, there is a risk that the tightening 
of gun laws may exacerbate the black market 

for small and light weapons. One pressing 
concern in NZ is the increasing availability of 
firearms to gangs”. Source: OC Index 2021

The human-smuggling market in New Zealand is 
fairly limited. Although there are isolated cases 

of criminal actors providing fraudulent 
passports to foreign nationals in order to allow 

them entry to New Zealand, a culture of 
acceptance of immigration, strong border 

security and extremely low levels of corruption 
among border agencies in the country, 

combined, have thus far proven very successful 
in preventing organised crime groups from 

taking hold of the human-smuggling market. - 
Source: OC Index 2021

The Norton Cyber Safety Insights Report 2021 
estimated cybercrime led to a collective loss of 
NZD$198 million (US$141 million). The Report 
also found 1 in 5 (20%) detected unauthorised 

access to an account or device, 1.3 million 
experienced cybercrime (35%), with nearly 

130,000 experiencing ID theft & 15% fell victim 
to a scam in the past year. Most common frauds  

include phishing, social media scams, invoice 
scams, pc tech support scams, money scams & 

romance scams. Source NZ Govt 2021

According to the Tax Justice Network, 
US$400,631,713 is lost in NZ tax every year to 

global tax abuse, equivalent to 0.65% of tax 
revenue (Tax Revenue : $62 billion) equivalent 
to loss of US$86 per member of population. 
Of this, US$225 million is lost to global tax 

abuse committed by multinational corporations 
& US$175 million is lost to global tax evasion 

committed by private individuals. Trading 
partners most responsible for vulnerability to 
tax abuse are China USA & Australia. Source: 

Tax Justice Network 2020

NZ is considered a low risk environment for 
terrorists and terrorism finance, with Islamic 

State / Da’esh or Al-Qaeda still named. Due to 
the low level of domestic support for terrorist 

causes, it was considered more likely that a 
threat would most likely manifest itself through 
isolated disaffected individuals or small groups. 
This is what happened in Christchurch in March 

2019, though this was a radicalised far right 
extremist from Australia that carried out NZ’s 

worse terrorist attack. Source: NRA 2019

🇳🇿   Key Countries, Territories & Regions of Concern / Impacted on - by New Zealand

33 Third Countries of Concern from the FATF & EU 
(FATF list October 2021, representing 25 countries - EU list 2021, representing all 25 FATF countries 

plus 8 additional countries (Botswana, Ghana & Mauritius expected to be removed in sync but 
delayed after FATF removal) - Sources: FATF list October 2021 & EU 2021

Main Remittance Countries  
 (Countries receiving remittance monies from 

New Zealand - Top 10  Countries represent 
91% of total - total is U$2.1 bio (0.15% GDP)

Main Trading Partners  
(Top 5 import and export partners - 2020)

Third Countries of Concern  
(Involving  drugs, OC, green crimes, tax abuse 

etc- Sources: Various FCN NZ TA 2022)

FATF: Albania 🇦🇱  Barbados 🇧🇧  Burkina Faso 🇧🇫  Cambodia 🇰🇭  Cayman Is 🇰🇾  Haiti 🇭🇹  Iran 🇮🇷  Jamaica 🇯🇲  Jordan 🇯🇴  Mali 🇲🇱  

Malta 🇲🇹  Morocco 🇲🇦  Myanmar 🇲🇲  Nicaragua 🇳🇮  N Korea 🇰🇵  Pakistan 🇵🇰  Panama 🇵🇦  Philippines 🇵🇭  Senegal 🇸🇳  South Sudan 

🇸🇸  Syria 🇸🇾  Turkey 🇹🇷  Uganda 🇺🇬  Yemen 🇾🇪  Zimbabwe 🇿🇼  Plus in addition from EU: Afghanistan 🇦🇫  Bahamas 🇧🇸  Botswana 

🇧🇼  Ghana 🇬🇭  Iraq 🇮🇶  Mauritius 🇲🇺  Trinidad & Tobago 🇹🇹  & Vanuatu 🇻🇺  

China 🇨🇳  (623m) India 🇮🇳  (340) Australia 🇦🇺  (248) UK 🇬🇧  

(215) Philippines 🇵🇭  (189) Samoa (65) S Korea 🇰🇷  (63) S 

Africa 🇿🇦  (60) Tonga 🇹🇴  (55) Germany 🇩🇪  (52)

Exp: China 🇨🇳  (28%) Australia 🇦🇺  (14%) USA 🇺🇸  (9%) 

Japan 🇯🇵  (6%)  & S Korea 🇰🇷  (3%); Imp: China 🇨🇳  (18%) 

Australia 🇦🇺  (15%) USA 🇺🇸  (9%) Japan 🇯🇵  (6%) Germany 

🇩🇪  (5%)

Corruption: China, Brazil, Russian & Romania, Cybercrime: N Korea, Iran, Russia & China. 

Drug Trafficking: The Pacific, Pakistan, Iran, India, Southern and Eastern African countries 

incl S Africa, Kenya, Ethiopia and Mozambique, Mexico, from South America. Indonesia, 

Nigerian, Burma, Southeast Asia Australia, and Japan. Goods Piracy: China, Malaysia, 

Thailand, Vietnam and Singapore, Green Crimes: Africa, though transiting East and 

South East Asia, China, Malaysia, Thailand and Japan. Human Trafficking: South & East 

Asia, the Pacific and some countries in Latin America, India & the Philippines. Organised 

Crime: South-eastern Asia, and the Pacific”, as well as major criminal syndicates based in 

Mexico, China and Southeast Asia and OMGs for from Australia. Smuggling: Australia. 

from China and South Korea. Tax Abuse: UAE, Singapore & S Korea.



🇳🇿  Money Laundering & Terror Financing - Key Methods & Vulnerabilities

Priority Areas:  Main areas identified by FATF 
are Banking (& Supervision), Companies, Trusts 
& gatekeepers, MVTS, Real Estate, Cash & Cash 

intensive businesses, TF & PF & VASPs. 
Remittances: Although not a major financial 

centre, NZ is an important regional remittance 
centre for the South Pacific. There are strong 
remittance networks between NZ & Pacific 

nations. NZ estimates that remittance flows to 
the Pacific Islands from NZ  constitute around a 

quarter of the total remitted to the region.  
OCGs: OCGs may seek to exploit NZ as a 

conduit for funds to capitalise on the country’s 
reputation for high integrity and stability. NZ 
has also seen a rise in the presence of gang 

members establishing themselves from 
regional jurisdictions. This has provided a 
setting for a range of OC. ML techniques 

observed by the NZPFIU include the use of 
wire transfers, the use of shell companies, 

investment in real estate, and trade-based ML 
- Sources: FATF MER 2021

ML Threats: “Key ML threats include: i) the 
outflow of funds to offshore locations from 

organised crime groups involved in the 
importation of drugs to New Zealand (NZ is an 
attractive option due to the high prices drugs 

can be sold for), ii) the significant inflow of funds 
to invest in property in NZ from a range of 

developing Asian Countries (in particular China 
and Vietnam), and iii) the outflow of funds from 

the growing number of fraudulent scams 
against NZ residents.” Source: NRA 2019 

“Observed ML methods include laundering 
funds through trust accounts, the creation & 

management of trusts & companies, the 
management of client affairs & the transfer of 
ownership of assets to 3rd parties. The 2019 
NRA also finds that real estate is an asset of 

choice for laundering in NZ, with high numbers 
of real estate assets restrained & forfeited in NZ 

annually.” Source: FATF MER 2021

High Risk Sectors: Banks, Money Remittance, 
Derivative Issuers, & TCSPs are rated high risk, 
lawyers, accountants, real estate agents, high 

value dealers, New Zealand racing board, 
casinos, currency exchange, brokers & 

custodians are rated medium high risk and cash 
transport, Non bank credit cards NBNDTL, & SV 
instruments, Non bank deposit takers, building 
societies & credit unions are rated medium risk. 

Source: NRA 2019  
Channel Risks: “The channels that currently 

offer opportunities to money launderers in New 
Zealand are those financial, legal, accounting, 
real estate, and retail or dealer services that: 

 offer anonymity to the offenders, are available 
for moving large values and volumes of 

legitimate funds and which provide a screen for 
illicit transactions, are widely available 

internationally and also have poor AML/CFT 
controls internationally, and/or are cash 

intensive, which are particularly used to disguise 
drugs proceeds.” Source: NRA 2019

High Risk Sectors in more detail: Companies 
- NZ shell companies have been involved 

internationally in cases relating to tax offending, 
ML, investment fraud & smuggling of illegal 
goods. NZ has since taken steps to mitigate 

these risks & deter transnational threats; eg by 
introducing NZ residential requirements which 
ensure that at least one director will be in NZ or 

an enforcement jurisdiction, to provide 
information on the affairs of the company. 

Trusts: Along with offering a legitimate vehicle, 
this market offers opportunity for money 

launderers & tax evaders to layer or hold assets 
in NZ trusts. In addition, trusts provide money 
launderers and terrorism financiers a means to 

hide their beneficial ownership.  
Professional facilitation – In some instances 

the privacy and secrecy of services by 
gatekeepers is promoted, which would be 
attractive to OCGs. NZ professionals offer 
overseas clients all of the high-risk legal 

services identified by FATF. Source: NRA 2019

TF Risk: “The greatest risk to New Zealand for 
large-scale TF remains in relation to overseas-

based groups. However, the potential 
consequences of small-scale domestic TF could 

be very high. In particular, financing may be 
used within, or sent to, New Zealand to fund 

terrorism activity by lone actors or small cells. 
Following the Christchurch attacks on 15 March 
2019, New Zealand’s national threat level was 

raised to ‘high’ and sat at ‘medium’ as of March 
2020. A marked increase in STR/SAR reporting 
relating to TF is attributed to the heightened 

awareness and vigilance on the part of 
reporting entities and the NZPFIU following the 
Christchurch attacks. New Zealand authorities 

did not see this as indicative of a change in the 
nature of the TF threat, but in line with global 

trends. However, New Zealand authorities 
remain alert to the possibility that funds may be 
raised, moved or used for terrorist purposes in 

New Zealand.” Source: NRA 2019

🇳🇿  FATF Related KRIs & KPIs 

FATF 40 Recommendations - MER 
2021 - FCN Score 63/100

FATF FI related Recommendations    
(9 -15 (PC PEP R13)

FATF DNFPB related 
Recommendations (PC - R22 & R23) 

FATF BO related Recommendations 
(PC - R24 & R25)

FATF FIU/LEA/Reg related Recs  
(1-4 & 26-40 / PC - R26 & R28)

FATF 11 Immediate Outcomes MER 
2021 - FCN score 58/100

FATF Immediate Outcomes              
(IO 3 Supervision)

FATF FI & DNFPB related Immediate 
Outcomes (IO 4 Prev Measures)

FATF LEA/FIU Immediate Outcomes        
(IO 2,6,7 & 8)

FATF TF/PF Immediate Outcomes 
(IO 9, 10,11) (ME -10/11)

🇳🇿  Public & Private Sector KRIs & KPIs 

Law & Order Spend  
(1.91% GDP on Public Order & Safety - EU 

Average is 1.6% )

ML Convictions 
(137 ML cases (100 individuals) leading to 20 
convictions with sanctions e.g imprisonment - 

2019 - Source: FATF MER 2021)

SAR Filing Numbers  
(Note: SAR values are approx US$3 billion for 

2016/17)

Regulatory Fines & Penalties 
(Fines against a derivatives firm - CLSA Premium 
New Zealand Limited of US$500,000 & NZ TSB 

of US$2.67 million in 2021)

Co Ownership Transparency 
(Countries with “Effective” Legal & BO 

Registration requirements (not including NZ) - 
Source: Tax Justice Network 2020)

Costa Rica 🇨🇷  France 🇫🇷  Ghana 🇬🇭  Gibraltar 
🇬🇮  Guernsey 🇬🇬  Isle of Man 🇮🇲  Italy 🇮🇹  

Jersey 🇬🇬  Latvia 🇱🇻  Lithuania 🇱🇹  Slovenia 🇸🇮  
Sweden 🇸🇪  UK 🇬🇧  Uruguay 🇺🇾  

Asset Recoveries 
(Restrained assets - 54% properties 41% in 
bank accounts, cash, shares, & VC, & 4% as 

vehicles - Source: FATF MER 2021)

Human Trafficking Cases 
(Source: US TIP 2021)

SAR Conversion Rate 
(SARs disseminated to LEA - Source: FATF MER 

2021)

Regulatory Oversight 
(Balanced Scorecard - technical compliance, 

reasonable controls & information to LE) 

Compliance Report  
(Reporting entities must report information to 
supervisors via an annual report including info 
on risk assessment and AML/CTF programme 

US$81mio (>1% <10% FC proceeds) 
 (NZD597 million (US$428 million of assets 

restrained 2015 - 2020 / 8% of NRA est 
laundered funds )

7 Convictions (2020)                           
(NZ reported 8 investigations (9 in 2019) with 7 
convictions (2 in 2019 - NZ is a Tier 2 Country)

Estimated 20% (2019) 
(An estimated 20% of SARs are raised to FIU 

analysts for further review - further 
dissemination occurs but is unclear)

 Balanced Scorecard  
(Unbalanced with the Main Focus on Technical 

Compliance)

Annual Compliance Report  
(Reporting entities required to submit semi-

annually to their supervisors)

FIU Resources  
(FIU staff to STR ratio - Source: FATF MER 2021)

Foreign Corruption Cases 
(Source: OECD 2020 / WB/OECD 2014)

SAR Filing by Reporting Type 
(Source: FIU Annual Report 2020)

National Risk Assessment 
(Finalised in 2017 & 2020)

Public Private Partnerships 
(Country FISP) 

33 (2021)  
(FIU staff to STR ratio (12,941 STRs in 2019) is 

1-392 based on 33 staff)

0 Cases & Sanctions (1999-2019) 
(Foreign Assets frozen (2006-12)  none 

identified /frozen - or returned) 

97% from FIs  
(Banks responsible for 61% of SARs and none 

FIs including DNFPBs are responsible for 2.7%)

NRA 2010, 2018 & 2019 
3 NRAs published plus additional sector 

assessments for FIs & DNFPBs ) 

FCPN                  
(The FIU is the lead for the Financial Crime 

Prevention Network (FCPN), which was formally 
established in 2018)

🇳🇿  Key AML/CTF Reform & Action Plans 

The NZ AML/CFT National Strategy was updated in 2019. Led by the MOJ, it includes 4 priorities to better understand New Zealand’s AML/CFT regime, working together to combat ML/TF, preventing ML/TF and responding to ML/TF. It includes an 
action plan to be completed between 2020 and 2021. This includes conducting the third full NRA in 2021 and undertaking other risk assessments, undertaking a statutory review of the AML/CFT Act by 2022, expanding guidance on SARs for TF and 

improving the cross-border cash reporting regime. The improved collection and maintenance of relevant national AML/CFT statistics would assist New Zealand in understanding the effectiveness of its AML/CFT regime and the impact of its policies on 
its ML/TF risks. In parallel with the AML/CFT Strategy, in September 2019, New Zealand adopted a national Counter-Terrorism Strategy, which notes the contribution of combating TF to reducing the threat of terrorism in New Zealand. The CT Strategy 

includes a work programme focused on ‘reduction’, ‘readiness’, ‘response’ and ‘recovery’. TF is included as an element of ‘reduction’.


